Patients with corticobasal degeneration (CBD) have calculation impairments. This study examined whether impaired number knowledge depends on verbal mediation. We focused particularly on knowledge of very small numbers, where there is a precise relationship between a cardinality and its number concept, but little hypothesized role for verbal mediation. We evaluated accuracy and reaction time (RT) for matching dot arrays and Arabic numerals involving smaller (2-4) and larger (5-9) cardinalities in non-aphasic patients with CBD (n = 16), frontotemporal dementia (FTD; n = 23), and healthy controls (n = 15). CBD were less accurate and slowed at judging smaller Arabic numeral-dot array stimuli compared to FTD patients and controls. Moreover, only CBD showed longer RTs judging successively larger number-dot array pairs among the smaller cardinalities. Difficulty judging very small numbers is impaired in CBD, suggesting degraded representation of precise number knowledge that does not depend on language functioning. Ó 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Number knowledge is a semantic domain for representing the meaning of quantities such as ''four'' independent of the symbols (4 or IV) or objects (dots, dolls, etc.) used to demonstrate this concept (Dehaene, 2000) . This parallels modality-neutral approaches to semantic memory for object knowledge (Rogers et al., 2004) . Although there are many different approaches to number knowledge (Butterworth, 1999) , one hypothesis focuses on the distinction between smaller and larger numbers (Dehaene, 1997). According to this view, small numbers (64) have a precise mental representation that is independent of the material or modality used to represent the number. The process for recognizing these small cardinalities, called subitizing, involves rapid quantification of arrays of objects with little increase in reaction time (RT) as the cardinality increases (Kaufman, Lord, Reese, & Volkmann, 1949) . This is said to be distinct from the representation of larger numbers (>4), where the semantic representation of the corresponding cardinalities is approximate. Any sense of precise number for these cardinalities is thought to depend more on a lexical representation like ''nine'' or an Arabic numeral like ''9''. The appreciation of these larger-numbered arrays involves counting, a process where each successive cardinality in the number sequence represents an augmentation of the preceding number in the sequence by ''1''. The RT for recognizing the cardinality of a larger array increases incrementally as the array increases in size. Of course it may not be possible to detect longer RTs among the smaller cardinalities because the numbers 2-4 are so small. Nevertheless, some evidence for the dissociation between smaller and larger cardinalities comes from observations of animals (Davis & Perusse, 1998;  
